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Abstract: Security has become the most essential concern in order to provide a secure communication between
the mobile nodes in a hostile environment. In contrast to the wire line network, the unique characteristics of
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) create a several challenges in security design, such as open peer to peer
infrastructure, shared wireless medium, rigid resource constraint and vastly dynamic network topology. In the
near future, MANET may consist of nodes that belong to various organizations since a range of civilian
applications are expected to appear. In this circumstance, mobile nodes may intentionally avoid packet
forwarding to save their own energy, resulting in network partition and these types of nodes are called as
selfish nodes. To make these selfish nodes volunteer in packet forwarding, a new credit based scheme called
Improved Neighbor Credit Value based AODV protocol (iNCV-AODV) is proposed. In all the existing system,
a good working node is considered as a malicious node if it does not forward the packet. Here occurs a false
detection about the nodes and this issue is addressed by iNCV-AODV. In addition to this, the proposed
method works on the notion that some third party will add few nodes in the network to make them act as
malicious and not all the nodes are malicious. iNCV-AODV is employed on Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector
protocol (AODV). Hence, iNCV-AODV detects the selfish nodes by increasing the credit value of the good
working node and thereby increases the cooperation among the nodes in the network.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks can be classified into two types of
it namely infrastructure network and Ad hoc networks. In
infra- structured network, base stations acts like a bridges
and mobile hosts communicates with the nearest base
stations, whereas Ad hoc Network is an infrastructure-
less network which works without the assistance of base
stations. MANET is a self-organized system consists of
multiple mobile wireless nodes with a multi hop
communication which is shown in Fig. 1.

MANET is the flexible network architecture and has
variable routing paths in order to provide communication, Fig. 1: MANET
in case of the limited wireless connectivity range and
energy constraints [1]. Network division is one of the security metric and need to focus carefully in MANET [2].
major problems which occur due to the dynamic This problem can be solved by improving the cooperation
movement of the mobile nodes in the network. Hence of the nodes in the network. MANET cooperation
there occurs a problem in getting data inaccessible to mechanisms can be broadly classified into three
some  nodes.   Thus,   data   accessibility   is   one   of  the categories  namely:  reputation  based   mechanism,  credit
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Table 1: Comparison results of Cooperative Enforcement Techniques
Cooperation Strength against Strength Cryptographic Promiscuous
techniques misleading nodes against collision authentication Observations mechanism
Sprite Yes Yes Yes No
TOKEN Yes Yes Yes Yes
VCG Selfish only No No No
PIFA Yes No No No
PPM/PTM Yes No No No
SIP Yes No No Yes

Fig. 2: Types of cooperation method the computation complexity is decreased, at the same time

based mechanism and game theoretic based mechanism
which is shown in Fig. 2. Credit based mechanism is used Ad Hoc- VCG : Ad hoc –VCG scheme is mainly focused
in iNCV-AODV to focus on the draw backs of the existing on the energy efficient routing of the protocol [6]. An
mechanism. The selfish nodes are of three categories. energy efficient route is an intermediate node; then at last
They are Selfish Behavior Type I, Selfish Behavior Type its battery will be drained. When the nodes run out of
II and Selfish Behavior Type III. Among all these Selfish battery over the time, it starts to act selfishly and refuse
Behavior Type I attack are more dangerous and affects to forward the packet. This scheme works on the top of
the network. Hence, Selfish Behavior Type I attack is the DSR. It consists of two phase namely route discovery
focused in the proposed method. phase and data transmission phase. 

Literature Review: Credit based methods are also called the destination node collects all the weights of the edges
as incentive based method. Inspire the nodes to forward and then computes the shortest path from source to
packet in the network and get paid for their work is the destination. The later phase forwards the packets in the
main objective of this mechanism [3]. The existing system shortest path and payments are made to the intermediates.
uses credit based mechanism to mitigate selfish behavior The limitations of this scheme are as follows: the signal
of the nodes and the comparison is depicted in Table 1. strength should be provided by the nodes and they also

Sprite: Sprite is a simple, cheat-proof credit based system This provides means for nodes to cheat.
for MANET was proposed [4]. This system is efficient
because it does not require tamper-proof hardware units, Protocol Independent Fairness Algorithm (PIFA): PIFA
but incorporates a centralized credit clearance service [7] is a credit based scheme similar to Sprite, it can be
(CCS). The following selfish actions are prevented using adopted like a basic routing protocol. In this scheme, all
the mechanism are as follows: (1) once receiving the nodes periodically reports to their central server regarding
packet, the node saves a receipt but does not forward it, packet forwarding and the server manages credit
(2) the node does not report for the received packet, (3) information for each node after checking the report
even if the node does not receive a packet but falsely messages. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it
claims that it has received it. A pitfall in this mechanism is: will not forward the packet and sends a false packet
assumption that a fast connection is required to the CCS forwarding information. Hence, selfish behavior still
for reporting of the obtained receipts. prevails in the network. 

Token-Based Cooperation Enforcement: This scheme is
a self-organized, which means that it functions without
the help of a centralized trust entity between the nodes
[5]. It protects both the routing and packet forwarding in
the background of AODV protocol. It isolates the
misbehaving nodes and employs threshold cryptography
to enhance the tolerance against these nodes. This
scheme is fully localized i.e one hop and its overhead is
decreased when the network is not harmed. The authors
quoted that when employing light-weight cryptography

hashing techniques might decrease the storage overhead.

Previous phase computes a weighted graph in which

need to update the neighbor’s received signal strength.
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Packet Purse Model (PPM) and Packet Trade Model nodes  of  the  network.  This function will be called at
(PTM): PPM and PTM [8] use a virtual currency called each node  during  its on_startup function is shown in
‘Nuglets’ to forward the packet. These nuglets are Fig. 3.
necessary for generating a data packet; nodes have a The receiving AODV function is initiated at routing
great responsibility to earn the nuglets by forwarding layer when receiving any packet is depicted in Fig.4. This
others’ packets. However, these methods have some explains that if the node properly forwards the packet to
drawbacks in trusting the validity of nuglets and its neighbor then its value in the neighbor credit table is
preventing packet robbery in intermediate nodes. PPM updated.
and PTM wholly rely on an arbitrary tamper resistant During  route   resolving    from   source to
security module like a special chip or a smart card for a lot destination a function called rtable.rt_lookup is
of security problems. instantiated which is represented in Fig. 5. This explains

Secure Incentive Protocol (SIP): SIP is a credit based the credit of the node. The route will be inactivated if a
approach which uses “credits” for forwarding the packets. node  tries  to  send  a  packet  to  a node which
SIP uses a tamper-proof security module such as SIM possesses low credit value. Hence, a new route is
cards in GSM network which deals with security related identified in future.
functions and each intermediate node will stick a non-
forged stamps on the packets as a proof of forwarding. On_Startup () {
For this reason, each smartcard has a credit counter (CC) For NodeID=1
which is pre-charged with a certain amount of credits to
before shipped out [9, 10]. Merits of this method are 1. SIP Total_Number_Of_Nodes
is routing–independent i.e it can work under on-demand _In_The_Network {
unicast routing protocols such as DSR and AODV. 2. SIP Increase_Credit(NodeID)
is session based rather than packet based.3. This method }
is free from tamper proof and hence unauthorized access }
is not allowed. Demerits with this approach are that SIP is
implemented in hardware module and it is mandatory for Fig. 3: On_Startup function of iNCV-AODV
every node to have a hardware module. But unfortunately
hardware module will not be available in the already On_Receving_A_Packet(Packet) {
existing mobile nodes. If (AODV_Pkt) {

The Proposed Protocol iNCV-AODV: iNCV-AODV is } else
proposed to prevent the Selfish Behavior Type I attack in {
MANET. For this, the nodes in the network will initialize IncreasetheCredit(Packet->source);
the neighbor credit table by giving credit to all its member IncreasetheCredit(Packet-
nodes. Further, it will update the neighbor credit value >Previous_Hop);
during the operation of the network. So, if there is any Forward(Packet)
new nodes added to the network by the adversaries, then }}
the existing nodes in the network will add them in their
credit table if and only if those nodes behaves normal. Fig. 4: iNCV_AODV:: recv function
That is, if those nodes behave selfishly, then they will not
get any credit in their neighbor’s credit table. Hence, there On_Route_Lookup
is no neighbor will intend to forward or send any packet (Destination) {
through those malicious nodes. This modification gives Route=Find_Route(Desti
a noble improvement in the performance of the nodes in    nation)
the network. If(Get_Credit(Route ->Next_Hop))<

The modification done on AODV is represented in Credit_Threshold) { Dis_able(Route);
the following section. Return(0);

Selfish  Behavior   Type   I   attack   Detection }
Mechanism: The following On_Startup function will
initialize  the  credit  value for all the known neighbor Fig. 5: iNCV_aodv_rtable::rt_lookup() function

that route  resolving  operation  is  carried out based on

Reciving_AODVPkt(Packet, PktTypeofAODV)

}Return(Route)
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On_Selfish_Behavior_Detection_Timer () PktTypeofAODV) {
{ Send_Dummy_Data(); If(Detect) {

Schedule (this, DetectionInterval) If (Get_Credit(Packet->Previous_Hop)
} <Credit_Threshold ) //low credit packet

Fig. 6: Timer function of iNCV_AODV Free(Packet);

Increase_Credit }
(NodeID) { switch(AODVPktType)

Neighbor_Credit_List {
(NodeID)++ case TYPE_RREQ:

} RecvRequest(Packet)

Fig. 7: Increase_Credit() function of iNCV_AODV case RREP:

Send_Dummy_Data (){ case RERR:
If (Node_Is_Idle_For_Some_Time) { RecvError (Packet);break

Send_Empty_Data_Packet() case HELLO:
} } //End of Switch
} } //End of RecvAODVPkt

Fig. 8: Send_Dummy_Data() function of iNCV_AODV Fig. 9: iNCV_AODV:: recvAODV function

The timer function is a new feature in iNCV-AODV is Get_Credit (NodeID) {
shown in Fig. 6. At a long interval the dummy data packet Return (Neighbor_Credit_List(NodeID))
is broadcasted and hence there is no message overhead. }
In order to get a good credit in the neighbor credit table,
genuine node will forward at least few data packets. In Fig. 10: Get_Credit() function of NCV_AODV
this way, a genuine node will not be identified as
malicious node. This timer function is not called on the Simulation Platform: The proposed method has been
nodes which are active in network. Additional overhead implemented   in   the   Network   Simulator   (NS2)  version
does not happen in this mechanism. ns2.35 [11] and the performance of the proposed iNCV-

The Fig. 7 shows the Increase_Credit function which AODV is analysed with the existing AODV protocol. 
explains that if a node forwards the packet then its credit
will be increased in the Neighbor credit table. Simulation Parameters: The Table 2. shows the

The Fig. 8 represents Send_Dummy_Data function simulation setup parameters and its values. The wireless
which explains that if a node is not sending any data channel capacity of 2 Mbps with the two ray ground
packet for some time then this function is initiated. propagation and an omni directional antenna with a range
Overhead is avoided in the proposed method. of 250 meters is used in the simulation. The Standard IEEE

In AODV code, the malicious behavior is prevented 802.11 Distributed Coordination function (DCF) Media
in two locations namely route look up and on receiving an Access Control protocol is implemented in NS2 [12]. 
AODV packet. The Fig.9 is the second location in which
malicious node is prevented. It explains that the lower Evaluation Metrics: The following performance metrics
credit neighbor packet is dropped during communication are considered in the simulation. 
if a packet is received from it.

The Fig 10. Shows the Get_Credit function and B.1. Maliciously Dropped Packet at Routing Layer: Due
explains that the credit of the node is returned from the to Selfish Behavior Type I attack, packet dropped
credit list. maliciously at routing layer is counted in this metric.

Receiving_AODVPkt (Packet,

node – so just drop it

Return();

break

RecvReply(Packet);break
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Table 2: Simulation Setup Parameters
Topography-X size 800m
Topography-Y size 800m
No. of Background Traffic Flows 10
Background Traffic Type CBR (Constant Bit Rate)
Transport Agent UDP
CBR-packet size 512bytes
CBR-interval 1 s
CBR-rate 10kb
Total Number of node 30, 40, 50
Mobility 10m/s
Pause Time 20s
Mobility Model Random Way Point
Important Parameters
NoMaliciousNodes 5
AODV States Normal AODV

AODV with Selfish
Behavior Type I
iNCV-AODV

B.2. Throughput: The total number of packet delivered in
destination over the total simulation time is defined as
throughput.

B.3. Packet Delivery Fraction/Ratio (PDF/PDR): It can
be defined as PDF=S1÷S2, Where S1 is total number of
packets received by each destination and S2 is total
number of packets generated at each source.

B.4. End to End Delay: It is the average time taken by the
packet to traverse inside the network.

B.5. Dropped Packet at Application Layer: This metric
calculate the total number of packets dropped at
application layer normally. 

B.6. Routing Load: Routing load is defined as the ratio of
total number of generated routing messages by the nodes
in the network to the total number of packets successfully
received to all the nodes at destination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section represents the performance of the
proposed method, normal AODV i.e AODV without
malicious  node  and  AODV  under  Selfish  Behavior
Type I attack by varying the number of nodes. The
number of malicious node is kept as 5 throughout the
simulation.

The Fig. 11 shows the at routing layer the packet
maliciously   dropped   is   less  in iNCV-AODV with
Selfish Behavior Type I attack and it behave just equal to
the normal AODV. The Fig.12 shows the comparison
among them. Therefore, iNCV- AODV performs in an
efficient manner than AODV with Selfish Behavior Type
I attack.

March 11, 2018The Fig. 13 shows the average of
packet dropped at application layer is highly controlled in
iNCV- AODV, when compared with AODV and AODV
with Selfish Behavior Type I attack. The Fig. 14 depicts
the comparison among them. So, the proposed detection
and prevention mechanism drops less number of packets
in Application layer.

The Fig. 15 shows that the iNCV-AODV with Selfish
Behavior Type I attack throughput is higher than the
AODV and AODV with Selfish Behavior Type I attack.
The Fig. 16 represents the comparison among them.
Hence, iNCV-AODV shows an enhanced throughput in
the simulation.

Fig. 11: Maliciously Dropped Packets at routing Layer
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Fig. 12: Comparison of AODV & iNCV-AODV for Average Dropped Packet at routing layer

Fig. 13: Dropped Packets at Application Layer

Fig. 14: Comparison of AODV & iNCV-AODV for Average Dropped Packet at Application layer

Fig. 15: Throughput
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Fig. 16: Comparison of AODV & iNCV-AODV for Average Throughput

Fig. 17: Packet Delivery Fraction

Fig. 18: Comparison of AODV & iNCV-AODV for Average Packet Delivery Fraction

Fig. 19: End to End Delay
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Fig. 20: Comparison of AODV & iNCV-AODV for Average End-End Delay

Fig. 21: Routing load

Fig. 22: Comparison of AODV & iNCV-AODV for Average Routing Load
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The Fig. 17 shows the average PDF of iNCV-AODV successfully detects and prevents the Selfish Behavior
with Selfish Behavior Type I attack is higher than the Type I attack. The non -cooperation problem is solved
AODV and AODV with Selfish Behavior Type I attack. and network performance is increased in the proposed
Fig.18 represents the comparison among them. PDF is mechanism.
improved reasonably in the proposed iNCV-AODV
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